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ASSETTRACKER

ASSETTRACKER

IN-RACK U-LEVEL

AND IN-ROOM LOCATION 

DETECTION FOR COMPLETE 

DATA CENTER COVERAGE.

Instant and
100% accurate

Critical and timely decisions depend on 
ironclad information. AssetTracker collects IT 
asset data from various sources within your 

data center, delivering a comprehensive view 
of every asset detail and movement.   

Know exactly what assets you have deployed 
and where at any given time, without 

disrupting operations. Since AssetTracker is 
agentless, there is no need to invest in 

additional agent-based software. 

Use AssetTracker to just track asset 
movement and in-rack/in-room location. Or, 

turn on the auto-discovery tool and get 
additional asset details like model, serial 

number and power requirements.     

AGENTLESS TRACKING SOFTWARE

FULL VIEW OF EVERY ASSET

ASSET LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

100 PERCENT DATA ACCURACY

REAL-TIME ASSET AUDITS

RACK SPACE MANAGEMENT

HUMAN ERROR MITIGATION

CHANGE LOG AND ALERTS

HYPERVIEWHQ.COM
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In-rack
After a SmartRack Module is installed inside a rack 

cabinet (configurable to any height), a passive 
dual-frequency RFID Asset Tag is attached to an 

asset. When the asset is placed on to a rack, its Asset 
Tag magnetically connects to the corresponding 

U-level location identifier on the SmartRack Module. 
The Module reports this information back to 

AssetTracker, delivering real-time asset location and 
future movement.

 

In-room or doorway
The Asset Tag works with any standard RFID reader. 
When scanning a room, the RFID reader picks up a 
Tag’s ID and pushes the location data directly to 

AssetTracker. For doorways, the reader detects the 
Asset Tag is passing through and immediately 

informs AssetTracker.  

RFID reader
AssetTracker is compatible with all 

industry-standard RFID readers.
From handhelds to long range readers,

enjoy the most comprehensive and
reliable asset location tracking with zero 

disruption to your operations.
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